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Abstract
A characterization result for equationally de-nable classes of certain coalgebras (including
basic hidden algebra) shows that a class of coalgebras is de-nable by equations if and only if it
is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms and representative inclusions. The
notions of equation and satisfaction are axiomatized in order to include the di/erent approaches
in the literature. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Universal algebra and its relationship with abstract model theory and abstract data
types have been well explored in mathematics and computing science. Its elegant and
natural approach to equational logics allowed universal algebra (and especially its gen-
eralizations to many-sorted algebra [12, 19] and order-sorted algebra [13, 15]) to be
very suitable for semantics of equational-logic-based speci-cation languages. Starting
with Birkho/ [2], mathematicians were interested in the de-nitional power of equations,
i.e., in characterization results for classes of algebras containing exactly all algebras
which satisfy a given set of equations. Birkho/ proved in 1935 that a class of algebras
is de-nable by equations if and only if it is closed under common operations, such
as subalgebra, quotient algebra and product algebra. He called such a class a variety.
Later, the notion of algebra was de-ned categorically for any endofunctor (usually
a monad [26]), and the Birkho/ axiomatizability result was also abstracted to catch
other modern approaches to equational logics and even -rst-order logic (for example
[1, 29, 31]).
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Coalgebra, as dual notion of categorical algebra, turned out to be appropriate to han-
dle in-nite data types and dynamic systems [25, 34, 30]. A special but important case
of coalgebra is basic hidden algebra [16–18], covering many of the practical situations
of interest in computing. We call it “basic” because it was recently extended non-
coalgebraically [32, 10]. Hidden algebra appeared as a generalization of many-sorted
algebra, in order to give algebraic semantics for the object paradigm. It allows hidden
and visible sorts, and satisfaction is behavioral with respect to visible experiments.
The behavioral aspect makes hidden algebra more suitable for actual computing prac-
tice than standard algebra, especially because of the complexity and dynamic features
of software systems developed nowadays which cannot be handled well without a
behavioral approach.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore classes of certain coalgebras that are
de-nable by equations. We show that a class of coalgebras is de-nable by equations
if and only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms2 and
representative inclusions.3 Even if our result is not as general as might seem desirable
(because it does not allow hidden constants and involves only a special kind of equa-
tion, having at most one hidden variable), it can be a starting point toward stronger
equational characterization results for coalgebra.
1.1. Related work
As far as the author knows, the -rst Birkho/-like result for coalgebra belongs to Jan
Rutten [34], who introduced the notion of covariety as a class of coalgebras closed
under coproducts, quotients and subcoalgebras. He showed that a class of coalgebras
K is a covariety i/ there are a set of “colors” and a subcoalgebra S of a cofree
coalgebra over those colors such that K=K(S), where K(S) is the class of all
coalgebras U having the property that the unique coextension of any “coloring” of U
factors through S. On the other hand, Bart Jacobs [24] showed that for every set of
equations E there is a subcoalgebra S as above such that K(S) is exactly the class of
all coalgebras satisfying E. However, their results put together say only that a class of
coalgebras de-ned by equations is closed under the three closure operations, but nothing
about the other implication. Taking over Rutten’s result, Andrea Corradini [6] showed
that the class of certain coalgebras (actually, certain hidden algebras) which satisfy
a special4 coalgebraic equational speci-cation, is closed under subalgebras, quotients
and coproducts (or sums). Then he presented a counter-example showing that the other
implication is not necessarily true. Working under a general categorical framework
described in Section 2:3, we show that the notion of “closure under subalgebras” can
2Closure under sources of morphisms means that the source of a morphism is in the class whenever its
target is in the class. This notion is weaker than the closure under sub(co)algebras.
3See De-nition 24.
4Special in the sense that equations in [6] are special cases of equations in the present paper. Actually,
the main concern of Corradini’s paper [6] was to develop a complete set of inference rules for equational
deduction in coalgebras. The result for which we cite [6] here was only a side remark to Rutten’s covariety
theorem [34].
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be replaced by a weaker “closure under sources of morphisms” and that a new closure
operation, namely “closure under representative inclusions” is needed in order to get a
characterization result for classes of coalgebras de-nable by equations.
Peter Gumm and Tobias SchrModer further investigated characterization properties of
covarieties [21, 20]. They introduced the notion of complete covariety [21] (covari-
ety closed under bisimulation) and gave a Birkho/-like characterization making use
of formulas over an appropriate language. Furthermore, Peter Gumm introduced the
coequations [20] (elements of certain cofree coalgebras) and implications of coequa-
tions and provided characterization results for covarieties and quasicovarieties (classes
of coalgebras closed only under quotients and coproducts) in a dual manner to those
by Birkho/. However, coequations as elements of cofree coalgebras are in-nite struc-
tures and therefore, diNcult to use in practical situations to specify systems. Our main
concern in this paper is not to perfectly dualise the Birkho/ axiomatizability results,
but to investigate the de-nitional power of the intuitive, well-understood and practical
equations within a coalgebraic setting.
2. Preliminaries and framework
This section introduces a few facts about coalgebra, hidden algebra, inclusion sys-
tems, and then we set a framework for the rest of the paper. The reader is supposed
familiar with basic notions on many sorted algebra, equational logics and category the-
ory. We let |C| denote the objects of a category C. The composition of morphisms is
written in diagrammatic order, in the sense that if f :A→B and g :B→C are mor-
phisms in C, then their composition is written f; g :A→C.
2.1. Coalgebra and hidden algebra
This subsection contains a brief introduction to coalgebra and hidden algebra, em-
phasizing the coalgebraic aspect of hidden algebra. Some satis-ability properties of
hidden algebra are also provided. The interested reader might consult [25, 34, 18, 16]
for more details on coalgebra and hidden algebra, respectively.
Denition 1. Given a category C and a functor F :C→C, an F-coalgebra is a pair
(A; a) consisting of an object A and a morphism a :A→F(A) in C. A morphism of
F-coalgebras from (A; a) to (B; b) is a morphism f :A→B such that a;F(f)=f; b.
F-coalgebras and morphisms of F-coalgebras form a category, CoAlg(F).
Most of the categories of coalgebras of interest have -nal objects (see [34] for a
nice synthesis on the existence of -nal systems), including the one of hidden algebras
described below. Hidden (sorted) algebras are special many-sorted algebras over special
signatures. They capture the notion of data values and internal values by splitting sorts
into visible and hidden sorts. The interested reader is referred to [32, 10] for a non-
coalgebraic extension of hidden algebra.
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Denition 2. A data universe is a triple (V;;D) where V is a set of visible sorts, 
is a V -sorted signature and D is a -xed -algebra. The elements in D are called data
values. A hidden signature over (V;;D) is a pair (H;) (often written just ), where
H is a set of hidden sorts disjoint from V and  is a H ∪V -sorted signature which
extends , such that if there is an operation in  of arity w∈ (H ∪V )∗ then w contains
at most one hidden sort, and w; s =w;s whenever w∈V∗ and s∈V . If  belongs to
w; s and if w has one hidden sort, then  is called a method if s is hidden and an
attribute if s is visible. If w∈V∗ and s∈H then  is called a generalized hidden
constant. A hidden -algebra A is a many-sorted -algebra A such that A| =D. A
hidden -subalgebra of A is a hidden -algebra which is a -subalgebra of A. Hidden
-algebras form a category, denoted HAlg, in which morphisms are ordinary many-
sorted morphisms which are identities on data.
From now on, let (H;) be a hidden signature that does not contain generalized
constants, i.e., it is a destructor signature [24, 4, 5]. Then HAlg is isomorphic to
CoAlg(G), where G : SetH → SetH is the functor de-ned as
(G(S))h =
∏
 :wh→h′
S(D
|w|)
h′ ×
∏
 :wh→v
D(D
|w|)
v ;
where SetH is the category of H -sorted sets and S =(Sh)h∈H is any H -sorted set.
The interested reader might consult [4, 5] for more details about hidden algebra as
coalgebra. Notice that the functor G is polynomial [34], so hidden algebra has most
of the “good” properties of coalgebra, including the following:
Theorem 3. HAlg is cocomplete and has a 6nal hidden algebra; denoted by F.
For any family {Aj}j∈ J of hidden -algebras, let A= 	j∈ J Aj denote their coproduct
in HAlg and let 	j :Aj→A denote the corresponding coprojection. A is built as
follows: Av =Dv for visible sorts v and Ah is the set {( j; a) | j∈ J; a∈ (Aj)h} for hidden
sorts h; if  :wh→ v is an attribute then A(d; ( j; a))= (Aj)(d; a), and if  :wh→ h′
is a method then A(d; ( j; a))= ( j; (Aj)(d; a)). Notice that this construction works
because  contains only operations having at most one hidden argument.
Elements of F can be thought of as “abstract states” (see [3, 16, 18]) represented
as functions on observations, returning visible values as results of evaluating a state in
a given context. Formally, F; v =Dv for all visible sorts v and F;h=
∏
v∈ V D
C; v[zh]
v
for all hidden sorts h, where C[zh] is the V -indexed set of contexts (observations)
of sort h, that is, visible sorted -terms having a single occurrence of a new variable
symbol zh of sort h; if  :wh→ v is an attribute and p= {pv}v∈ V ∈F;h and d∈Dw,
then F;(d; p)=pv((d; zh)); if  :wh→ h′ is a method and p= {pv}v∈ V ∈F;h and
d∈Dw, then (F;(d; p))v(c)=pv(c[(d; zh)]).
We let !A :A→F denote the unique morphism from a hidden -algebra A to F.
Now we can de-ne the behavioral satisfaction, a weakening of the standard equational
satisfaction, which is the core of hidden algebra:
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Denition 4. Given a hidden -algebra A, the kernel of !A is called the behavioral
equivalence on A and is denoted by ≡A. We say that A behaviorally satis6es a -
equation (∀X ) t= t′ i/ $(t)≡A $(t′) for every $ :X →A.
It is known in the theory of coalgebra that the kernel of the unique morphism
from a system to a -nal system is the greatest bisimulation on that system (see, for
example, section 9 on -nal systems in [34]). In this light, notice that we de-ned
the behavioral equivalence as the greatest bisimulation on G-coalgebras. The general
de-nition of behavioral equivalence of hidden algebra [3, 16, 18] is more complex,
involving observations on states in order to handle even the case in which hidden
constants are allowed (in which there is no -nal hidden algebra). The interested reader
might consult [27]) for more on the relationship between bisimulation and behavioral
satisfaction in hidden algebra.
Similar to [24], all equations (∀X ) t= t′ involved from now on are supposed to
have at most one variable of hidden sort in X .
Proposition 5. Let % be a -equation (∀X ) t= t′ having at most one variable of
hidden sort. Then;
1: If A and B are hidden -algebras such that there is a morphism f :A→B; then
B |≡ % implies A |≡ %.
2: If A and B are hidden -algebras such that there is a surjective morphism e :A→B;
then A |≡ % implies B |≡ %.
3: If {Aj}j∈ J are hidden -algebras such that Aj |≡ % for all j∈ J; then 	j∈ J Aj |≡ %.
Proof.
1. Notice that !A=f;!B. Let $ :X →A and let $′ be the map $;f. Then !A($(t))=
!B($′(t)) and !A($(t′))=!B($′(t′)), so A |≡ %.
2. Let $ :X →B be any map and let $′ :X →A be another map such that e; $′= $
($′ exists as e is surjective). Since !A($′(t))=!A($′(t′)) and !A= e;!B, we get
!B($(t))=!B($(t′)). Therefore, B |≡ %.
3. Let A be the hidden -algebra 	j∈ J Aj and let $ :X →A be any map. Notice that
	j;!A=!Aj for all j∈ J . Since there is at most one hidden variable in X , there is a
j∈ J and a $j :X →Aj such that $= $j;	j. Therefore, $;!A= $j;	j;!A= $j;!Aj ,
and since Aj |≡ %, we get !A($(t))=!A($(t′)), that is, A |≡ %.
We consider that the three properties of satisfaction above are natural and veri-
-ed by any coalgebraic setting over algebraic signatures. This is our reason for the
axiomatization of satisfaction described in Section 4.
2.2. Inclusion systems
Inclusion systems are an alternative of factorization systems [22, 28], which promote
the idea of unique factorization. Sometimes they are preferred to factorization systems
both because they are more intuitive and because proofs tend to be smoother. Inclusion
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systems -rst appeared in [11] in the context of modularization, and were then developed
and generalized in [23, 9] and also [8].
Denition 6. 〈I;E〉 is a weak inclusion system for a category C i/ I and E are
subcategories of C having the same objects as C, I is a partial order in the sense
that there is at most one morphism between any objects in I and if there is one
morphism from A to B and one morphism from B to A then A and B are equal, and
every morphism f in C admits a unique factorization f= ef; if with ef in E and if in
I. Morphisms in I are called inclusions and they are often denoted by A ,→B, and A
is called a subobject5 of B. Morphisms in E are called E-morphisms, and B is called
a quotient of A whenever there are some E-morphisms e :A→B. For a morphism
f :A→B in C, the factorization object (i.e. the target of ef) is denoted by f(A).
If we had required E to contain only epimorphisms, then 〈I;E〉 should have been
called an inclusion system [11]. We prefer to use weak inclusion systems because they
are more general and still have the same power in our context.
Example 7. The most intuitive category admitting a weak inclusion system is proba-
bly Set, the category of sets and functions, in which E contains exactly the surjective
functions and I contains the inclusions of sets. The category of indexed sets admits
an intuitive weak inclusion system, too, in which E contains indexed families of sur-
jective functions and I contains indexed families of inclusions of sets. The category
Alg of -algebras admits an obvious weak inclusion system (which is actually an in-
clusion system), where I contains inclusions of -algebras and E contains surjective
morphisms. The category HAlg of hidden -algebras also admits an inclusion system
where I and E contain inclusions and surjective morphisms between hidden algebras,
respectively.
The following assertions are all proved in [9]:
Proposition 8. If 〈I;E〉 is a weak inclusion system for C; then
1: Every inclusion is a monomorphism.
2: Right-cancellable: For every morphism f and any inclusion i; if f; i is in I then
f is in I.
3: Diagonal--ll-in: For all morphisms f; g∈A and for all e∈E and i∈I; if f; i=e; g
then there is a unique morphism h∈A such that e; h=f and h; i= g.
4: For every morphism f and any inclusion i; if f; i is in E then i is an identity.
Proposition 9. If F :C→C is a functor and 〈I;E〉 is a weak inclusion system of C
such that F preserves inclusions;6 then 〈I;E〉 can be organized as a weak inclusion
system for CoAlg(F).
5Do not confuse this notion of subobject with the categorical notion of subobject as a coset of monomor-
phisms with the same target. Actually, there is some relationship between the two notions which is explored
in [8].
6That is, A ,→B implies F(A) ,→F(B).
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Proof. Let f : (A; a)→ (B; b) be a morphism in CoAlg(F) and let ef; if be its fac-
torization in C, with ef :A→f(A) and if :f(A) ,→B. Since F preserves inclusions
we get that F(if) is in I, so by the diagonal--ll lemma there is a unique morphism,
say f(a), from f(A) to F(f(A)) such that ef;f(a)= a;F(ef) and if; b=f(a);F(if).
Therefore ef : (A; a)→ (f(A); f(a)) and if : (f(A); f(a))→ (B; b) are morphisms of F-
coalgebras and they give a factorization of f in CoAlg(F). It is straightforward that
this factorization is unique.
In most cases of interest, C is the category of indexed sets which admits the nat-
ural inclusion system described in Example 7, so CoAlg(F) admits a weak inclusion
system whenever F preserves inclusions (or is monotonic). The following de-nition
appeared many times in the literature under variated formulations. It basically provides
a categorical framework under which all subobjects of an object can be put together
in a coproduct.
Denition 10. A weak inclusion system 〈I;E〉 of S is called well-powered i/ the
class of subobjects of any object in S is a set.
2.3. Framework
In this subsection we establish the framework and the a/erent notations for the rest
of the paper. It is based on previous observations that most categories of coalgebras
have coproducts, -nal object and admit a weak inclusion system:
Framework: S is a category having coproducts, a final object F , and a
well-powered weak-inclusion system 〈I;E〉.
We claim that the framework above is general enough to be ful-lled by all cate-
gories of coalgebras of interest. The requirement that 〈I;E〉 is well-powered is only
a technical categorical one that is veri-ed by all practical coalgebras. The objects in
S can be thought of as systems and the subobjects of an object can be thought of as
subsystems of that system.
Notation. !A :A→F denote the unique morphism from A to F .
Denition 11. For every class K of objects in S, let
• QK be the set of all objects !A(A) when A is in K,
• UK be the coproduct 	Q∈QKQ and 	KQ :Q→UK be the corresponding coprojection
of each Q∈QK,
• FK be the subobject !UK(UK) of the -nal object F .
Notice that QK is indeed a set because 〈I;E〉 is well-powered and all !A(A) are
subobjects of F .
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Fact 12. If K is a class of objects in S then:
1. there is a unique morphism from each object in K to FK; and
2. if K′ is another class of objects in S such that K⊆K′ then FK ,→FK′ .
Proof.
1. For each A in K, the morphism e!A ;	K!A(A); e!UK has the source A and the target
FK. It is unique because the inclusion FK ,→F is a monomorphism and F is -nal
in S.
2. Obviously QK⊆QK′ , so there is a unique morphism f :UK→UK′ such that 	KQ ;f
=	K′Q for each Q in QK. Factor !UK as e; i and !UK′ as e′; i′. Notice that
!UK =f;!UK′ , that is, e; i=f; e
′; i′. By the diagonal--ll-in property, there is a
unique morphism h :FK→FK′ such that e; h=f; e′ and h; i′= i. By the right-
cancellable property it follows that h is an inclusion.
3. Closures
Closures under certain operations and relationships between their combinations are
explored in this section. Lemma 14 shows that a class of objects closed under coprod-
ucts and quotients has a -nal object and Lemma 17 gives a characterization of classes
of objects closed under coproducts, quotients and sources of morphisms.
Denition 13. A class K of objects in S is closed under coproducts i/ the coproduct
of any set of objects in K is in K, and is closed under quotients i/ any quotient
of an object in K is in K. Given a class K, let C(K) denote the smallest class
including K which is closed under coproducts and let H(K) denote the smallest class
including K which is closed under E-morphisms.
Actually, it is easy to observe that C(K) (H(K)) is exactly the class of objects in
S which are coproducts (quotients) of objects in K. Notice that K is closed under
coproducts (quotients) if and only if K=C(K) (K=H(K)).
Lemma 14. If K is closed under coproducts and quotients then it has a 6nal object
FK which is a subobject of F . Moreover; FK is unique with this property.
Proof. First, notice that QK⊆H(K)=K. Then UK ∈C(K)=K, so FK ∈H(K)=
K. By 1 in Fact 12, FK is -nal in K. If F ′ ,→F is another -nal object in K which
is a subobject of F then there are two morphisms f :FK→F ′ and f′ :F ′→FK, so
by the right-cancellable property (2 in Proposition 8) f and f′ are inclusions, that is
F ′=FK. Therefore FK is unique.
Denition 15. A class K of objects in S is closed under sources of morphisms i/
for any morphism f :A→B in S, if B∈K then A∈K. Given a class K, let S(K)
denote the smallest class closed under sources of morphisms which includes K. Given
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a subobject G of F , the sink of G is the class S(G). K is called a sink i/ there is a
subobject G of F such that K=S(G).
It is not diNcult to observe that S(K) is the class of all sources of morphisms
of target in K. Notice that K is closed under sources of morphisms if and only if
K=S(K).
Fact 16. If K is a sink then there exists a unique subobject G of F such that
K=S(G). Moreover; G is 6nal in K.
Proof. Let G;G′ be two subobjects of F such that K=S(G)=S(G′). Then there
are g :G→G′ and g′ :G′→G such that g;!G′ =!G and g′;!G =!G′ . Since !G and
!G′ are inclusions, by the right-cancellable property (2 in Proposition 8), g and g′ are
inclusions, so G=G′. Since K=S(G), there is a morphism from every object in K
to G. That morphism is unique because F is -nal in S and the inclusion G ,→F is a
monomorphism.
The following lemma establishes a necessary and suNcient condition in order for a
class of objects to be a sink:
Lemma 17. A class K is a sink i= it is closed under coproducts; quotients and
sources of morphisms.
Proof. First, assume that K is closed under coproducts, quotients and sources of
morphisms. By Lemma 14, FK is -nal in K, so K⊆S(FK). On the other hand, since
K is closed under sources of morphisms, one gets S(FK)⊆S(K)=K. Therefore
K=S(FK), that is K is a sink.
Conversely, assume K=S(G) for some subobject G of F . Then K is closed under
sources of morphisms because for every morphism f :A→B with B in K there exists
the morphism f; zB :A→G, where zB :B→G is the unique morphism from B to G. If
e :A→B is an E-morphism with A in K, then by the diagonal--ll-in property for the
commutative diagram e;!B = zA;!G (where zA :A→G is the unique morphism from A
to G inK), there is a (unique) morphism h :B→G such that e; h= zA and h;!G =!B.
Hence B is in S(G)=K. Now, let us consider a set {Aj}j∈ J of objects in K, let
C be the coproduct 	j∈ J Aj and let 	j :Aj→C be the corresponding coprojections.
Then there is a (unique) morphism zC :C→G such that 	j; zC = zAj for each j∈ J .
Therefore C is in S(G)=K. Consequently, K is closed under coproducts, quotients
and sources of morphisms.
We take the liberty to omit some parentheses when multiple closures are involved.
For example, SCSH(K) is nothing else than S(C(S(H(K)))). C, H and S have all
the properties of closure operators in set theory, that is:
Fact 18. For any class K of objects in S;
1. Extensivity: K⊆C(K); K⊆H(K) and K⊆S(K).
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2. Monotonicity: If K′ is another class of objects such that K⊆K′ then C(K)⊆C
(K′); H(K)⊆H(K′) and S(K)⊆S(K′).
3. Idempotency: CC(K)=C(K); HH(K)=H(K) and SS(K)=S(K).
The following proposition shows some relationships between closures under combi-
nations of operators:
Proposition 19. For any class K of objects in S;
1. CH(K)⊆HC(K);
2. CS(K)⊆SC(K);
3. HS(K)⊆SH(K).
Proof.
1. Let A be an object in CH(K). Then there is a family {Bj}j∈ J of objects in K
and a family {ej :Bj→Cj}j∈ J of E-morphisms such that 〈{	j :Cj→A}j∈ J ; A〉 is
the coproduct of {Cj}j∈ J . Let 〈{%j :Bj→B}j∈ J B〉 be a coproduct of the fam-
ily {Bj}j∈ J . Notice that B∈C(K). Then there is a unique morphism f :B→A
such that %j;f= ej;	j for each j∈ J . Factor f as e; i with e :B→f(B) in E and
i :f(B)→A in I.
By the diagonal--ll-in property, there is a unique morphism hj such that ej; hj = %j; e
and hj; i=	j for each j∈ J . Since 〈{	j :Cj→A}j∈ J ; A〉 is a coproduct, there is
a unique h :A→f(B) such that 	j; h= hj for each j∈ J . Since 	j; (h; i)=	j; 1A
for all j∈ J , one gets that h; i=1A, so by Proposition 8, i is an identity. Therefore
f= e∈E, that is, A is in HC(K).
2. Let A be in CS(K). Then there is a family {Bj}j∈ J of objects in K and a family
{fj :Cj→Bj}j∈ J of morphisms such that 〈{	j :Cj→A}j∈ J ; A〉 is a coproduct of
{Cj}j∈ J . Let 〈{%j :Bj→B}j∈ J ; B〉 be a coproduct of the family {Bj}j∈ J . Notice
that B∈C(K). Then there is a morphism f :A→B such that 	j;f=fj; %j for
each j∈ J . Therefore, A is in SC(K).
3. Let A be in HS(K). Then there are an object B inK, a morphism f :C→B and an
E-morphism e :C→A. Factor !B (the unique morphism from B to the -nal object
F) as e!B ; i!B , with e!B :B→!B(B) in E and i!B :!B(B)→F in I. Notice that
!B(B) is in H(K). By the diagonal--ll-in property, there is a unique h :A→!B(B)
such that e; h=f; e!B and h; i!B =!A. Therefore, A is in SH(K).
The sink generated by a class of objects can be obtained by -rst taking the closure
under coproducts, then the closure under quotients and -nally the closure under sources
of morphisms.
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Theorem 20. For any class K of objects in S;
1. SHC(K) is the smallest sink which extends K; and
2. K is a sink i= K=SHC(K).
Proof.
1. By Fact 18 one gets K⊆SHC(K). It follows from Proposition 19 and Fact 18
that SHC(K) is closed under coproducts, quotients and sources of morphisms and
therefore, by Lemma 17, SHC(K) is a sink. If K′ is another sink extending K
then by monotonicity (see Fact 18) and by the closure of K′ under coproducts,
quotients and sources of morphisms, SHC(K)⊆SHC(K′)=K′.
2. If K=SHC(K) then by 1, K is a sink. Conversely, if K is a sink then by
Lemma 17, C(K)=H(K)=S(K)=K. Therefore, SHC(K)=SH(K)=
S(K)=K.
Similar closure properties have been investigated in [21]. We do not need to consider
the closure under subobjects in our approach (it is replaced by the closure under sources
of morphisms), but it is worth mentioning (see [21]) that the closure operators under
subobjects and coproducts, and under subobjects and quotients, respectively, commute
in the framework of coalgebra.
4. Axiomatizability
Now, we introduce an axiomatization of sentences and satisfaction that has a dual
Pavor to CQazQanescu’s truth systems [7]. We try to do it as generally as possible, to
capture di/erent versions equation and satisfaction of coalgebra and hidden algebra,
abstracting the properties in Proposition 5 within the following
Assumption. From now on in the paper, assume the existence of a map E : |S|→ Set
such that
• E(B)⊆E(A) whenever there is a morphism f :A→B,
• E(A)⊆E(B) whenever there is an E-morphism e :A→B, and
• ⋂j∈ J E(Aj)⊆E(	j∈ J Aj) for each set of objects {Aj}j∈ J in S, where 	j∈ J Aj is
their coproduct.
If it is more convenient, E(A) can be read “all equations satis-ed by A”, whatever the
notions of equation and satisfaction are. Also, we can say “A satis-es *” or “* is sat-
is-ed by A” whenever *⊆E(A). Unlike institutions [14] which formalize categorically
the notions of satisfaction, sentence and model keeping them distinct and providing the
satisfaction condition as an interaction between them, the map E : |S|→ Set catches
all three important notions together, skipping the signatures. Thus it is more abstract
from a certain point of view, but because of its three axioms there is little chance to
be applied in this form to other non-coalgebraic situations.
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Since we proved the validity of the three axioms for equations having at most one
hidden variable (Proposition 5), they also hold for special cases of these equations,
such as equations containing only transitions (terms of hidden sort having exactly one
occurrence of the hidden variable), or only observations (terms of visible sort having
exactly one occurrence of the hidden variable) as in [6].
Fact 21. The following stronger assertions hold:
1. E(A)=E(B) whenever there is an E-morphism e :A→B,
2.
⋂
j∈ J E(Aj)=E(	j∈ J Aj) for each set of objects {Aj}j∈ J in S.
Denition 22. If *⊆E(A) then A is called a *-object. A class K of objects in S is
de6nable i/ there is a set * such that K contains exactly all the *-objects.
Translated in the (co)algebraic language, the de-nition above says nothing else than
K is de-nable i/ there exists a set of equations such that K contains exactly the
systems satisfying those equations.
The next example shows that the three closure operations introduced so far are not
suNcient to characterize de-nable classes of objects, and so it motivates De-nition 24.
Example 23. Let us consider a modi-ed version of the familiar Flag example [18],
where  has a hidden sort, three methods, up, down and rev, and one attribute up?, but
in which the data algebra has three values, true, false and unknown, and a unary op-
eration not such that not(true)= false, not(false)= true and not(unknown)= unknown.
Having in mind the standard three equations of the Flag speci-cation, namely (∀x) up?
(up(x)) = true, (∀x) up?(down(x)) = false and (∀x) up?(rev(x)) = not(up?(x)), we
can de-ne three functions f1; f2; f3 :C[z]→D as follows (a dot • in front of a
context means that the three functions di/er in that context):
C[z] f1 f2 f3
• up?(z) true false unknown
up?(up(z)) true true true
up?(down(z)) false false false
• up?(rev(z)) false true unknown
up?(up(up(z))) true true true
up?(up(down(z))) true true true
up?(up(rev(z))) true true true
up?(down(up(z))) false false false
up?(down(down(z))) false false false
up?(down(rev(z))) false false false
up?(rev(up(z))) false false false
up?(rev(down(z))) true true true
• up?(rev(rev(z))) true false unknown
...
...
...
...
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Since F;up(f1)=f1; F; up(f2)=f1; F; up(f3)=f1; F;down(f1)=f2; F;down
(f2)=f2; F;down(f3)=f2, and F; rev(f1)=f2; F; rev(f2)=f1; F; rev(f3)=f3, we de-
duce that A= {f1; f2} and B= {f1; f2; f3} can be organized as hidden subalgebras of
F, and A is a proper subalgebra of B.
We claim that B satis-es every equation satis-ed by A. Since the attribute up? can
distinguish the three functions f1; f2; f3, it suNces to treat only the equations of visible
sort. If (∀z)t= t′ is such an equation then notice that t and t′ are contexts in C(z),
so for every $ : {z}→B (i.e., for every function in {f1; f2; f3}), $(t) and $(t′) are
those values in the table above found on the columns labeled by $(z) and on the lines
labeled by t and t′, respectively. Since there are no two lines in the table having the
same values (true, false or unknown) for f1 and the same values for f2, but distinct
values for f3, we deduce that B satis-es every equation satis-ed by A.
Now, letK=S(A) be the sink of A and notice that B =∈K (otherwise there should be
a morphism B→A which by right-cancellability would be an inclusion, contradiction).
Since every system in K satis-es all equations satis-ed by A (see 1 in Proposition 5),
we get that B satis-es all equations satis-ed by all systems in K; which is closed
under the three closure operations introduced so far. Therefore, classes of objects closed
under coproducts, quotients and sources of morphisms are not necessarily de-nable by
equations.
The following de-nition introduces the notion of representative inclusion, needed to
characterize de-nable classes.
Denition 24. An inclusion G ,→G′ of subobjects of F is called representative i/
E(G)=E(G′). A class K of objects in S is closed under representative inclusions
i/ G′ is in K whenever G ,→G′ is a representative inclusion and G is in K: Given
a class K; let R(K) be its closure under representative inclusions.
Notice that only the inclusion E(G)⊆E(G′) is important, the other one being imme-
diately inferred from the Assumption. We prefer to let E(G)=E(G′) in the de-nition
above to emphasize that G and G′ cannot be distinguished equationally. The inclusion
A ,→B in Example 23 is representative.
Lemma 25. Let A; B∈ |S| such that E(B)⊆E(A). Then A∈SRH(B).
Proof. Factor the unique morphism !B from B to F as e!B ; i!B , with e!B :B→!B(B)
in E and i!B :!B(B) ,→F in I: Notice that !B(B)∈H(B). Let C be the coproduct
A 	 !B(B) and let 	A :A→C and 	!B(B) :!B(B)→C be the two coprojections. Fac-
tor !C :C→F as e!C ; i!C . Since there is exactly one morphism from !B(B) to F ,
one gets i!B =	!B(B); e!C ; i!C , and by the right cancellable property, 	!B(B); e!C is
an inclusion. Let i denote this inclusion. We claim that i is representative. Indeed,
!B(B) ,→F; !C(C) ,→F , and
E(!C(C)) = E (!B(B)	 A) (1 in Fact 21)
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= E(!B(B)) ∩ E(A) (2 in Fact 21)
= E(B) ∩ E(A) (1 in Fact 21)
= E(B)
= E(!B(B)) (1 in Fact 21):
Therefore, !C(C)∈RH(B). Since there is a morphism from A to !C(C), namely
	A; e!C , one obtains that A∈SRH(B).
The following proposition gives inclusions between di/erent closures under combi-
nations of operators containing R:
Proposition 26. For any class K of objects in S;
1. RSR(K)⊆SRH(K);
2. CR(K)⊆SRHC(K);
3. HR(K)⊆SRH(K).
Proof.
1. Let A be an object in RSR(K). If A∈SR(K) then by Fact 18, A∈SRH(K).
If A∈RS(K) then either A∈S(K), case in which obviously A∈SRH(K), or
there exist B∈K and f :C→B such that C ,→A is a representative inclusion.
Then by assumption, E(B)⊆E(C), and hence E(B)⊆E(A). Now, by Lemma 25,
A∈SRH(B). Now, suppose that A ∈RS(K) and A ∈SR(K). Then there exist
B∈K; a representative inclusion B ,→C and a morphism f :C′→C such that
C′ ,→A is a representative inclusion. Then E(B)=E(C)⊆E(C′)=E(A), so by
Lemma 25, A∈SRH(B). Consequently, A∈SRH(K).
2. Let A∈CR(K). Then there exist a family {Bj}j∈ J of objects in K; a family
{ij :Bj→Cj} of representative inclusions, and a family {Cj′}j′ ∈ J ′ of objects in K
such that A= 	j∈ J Cj 	 	j′ ∈ J ′Cj′ . Let B be the coproduct 	j∈ J Bj 	 	j′ ∈ J ′Cj′ ,
and notice that B∈C(K). Then
E(B) =
⋃
j∈ J
E(Bj)
⋃ ⋃
j′ ∈ J ′
E(Cj′) (Fact 21)
=
⋃
j∈ J
E(Cj)
⋃ ⋃
j′ ∈ J ′
E(Cj′) (Bj ,→Cj is representative)
= E(A) (Fact 21):
By Lemma 25, A∈SRH(B). Therefore, A∈SRHC(K).
3. Let A∈HR(K). Then either A∈H(K) with a trivial conclusion or there is a sub-
object B of F inK; a representative inclusion B ,→C and an E-morphism e :C→A.
Thus E(B)=E(C)=E(A), and by Lemma 25, A∈SRH(B). Consequently, A∈
SRH(K).
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Theorem 27. Given a class K of objects in S;
1. SRHC(K) is the smallest sink extending K which is closed under representative
inclusions; and
2. K is a sink closed under representative inclusions i= K=SRHC(K).
Proof.
1. Obviously K⊆SRHC(K). Furthermore, SRHC(K) is a sink and is closed under
representative inclusions because, by Propositions 26, 19 and Fact 18,
S(SRHC(K)) = SSRHC(K) = SRHC(K);
H(SRHC(K)) = HSRHC(K)⊆SHRHC(K)⊆SSRHHC(K) = SRHC(K);
C(SRHC(K)) =CSRHC(K)⊆SCRHC(K)
⊆ SSRHCHC(K)⊆SSRHHCC(K) = SRHC(K);
R(SRHC(K)) = RSRHC(K)⊆SRHHC(K) = SRHC(K):
If K′ is a sink which extends K and is closed under representative inclusions, then
SRHC(K)⊆SRHC(K′)=K′.
2. It is straightforward and follows immediately from 1.
Denition 28. A subobject G of F is called maximal i/ every subobject G′ of F with
E(G)⊆E(G′) is a subobject of G. A maximal sink is the sink of a maximal object.
In other words, G is maximal i/ it is the greatest subobject of F satisfying E(G).
Lemma 29. A sink is maximal i= it is closed under representative inclusions.
Proof. Let S(G) be a maximal sink and let A ,→B be a representative inclusion with A
in S(G). Since there is a morphism from A to G we get E(G)⊆E(A), and since A ,→B
is representative we get E(A)=E(B). Hence E(G)⊆E(B), so by the maximality of
G; B ,→G. Therefore B∈S(G), that is S(G) is closed under representative inclusions.
Conversely, let S(G) be closed under representative inclusions and let G′ be a sub-
object of F such that E(G)⊆E(G′). Let C denote the coproduct G′ 	 G. Then by
the Assumption, E(G)=E(G) ∩ E(G′)=E(C). Moreover, E(C)=E(!C(C)) because
!C(C) is a quotient of C. Since there exists a morphism from G to !C(C), by the
right-cancellable property we obtain G ,→!C(C). Therefore G ,→!C(C) is a represen-
tative inclusion, and so !C(C) is in S(G). Since there exists a morphism from G′ to
!C(C) and S(G) is closed under sources of morphisms, G′ is also in S(G). By the
right-cancellable property, the unique morphism from G′ to G is an inclusion.
Now we are ready to formulate and prove the main result:
Theorem 30. The following assertions are equivalent for any class of objects K:
1. K is de6nable;
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2. K is a maximal sink;
3. K is closed under coproducts; quotients; sources of morphisms and representative
inclusions;
4. K=SRHC(K).
Proof. The equivalence between 2 and 3 follows immediately from Lemmas 29 and 17.
The equivalence between 3 and 4 follows from Theorem 27.
Let us show that 2 implies 1. For that, let K=S(G) with G a maximal object.
We claim that K is E-de-ned by *=E(G). Indeed, if B satis-es * then !B(B) also
satis-es *, and since G is maximal we get that !B(B) ,→G. Hence there is a morphism
from B to G, i.e., B∈S(G)=K:
Finally, let us show that 1 implies 3. Let K be E-de-ned by *. It is immediate
from the assumption that K is closed under sources of morphisms, quotients and
coproducts. K is also closed under representative inclusions since *⊆E(G′)=E(G)
for each representative inclusion G ,→G′.
5. Conclusions and future work
We introduced a general categorical framework for systems, namely a category with
coproducts, -nal object and well-powered inclusion system. Most categories of coalge-
bras of interest fall under this easy to check framework including hidden algebra, but
it is not restricted to only coalgebras. We then explored closure properties for such
systems, introducing the notion of sink of a subsystem G of the -nal system as the
class of all systems from which there is a morphisms to G. Of particular interest is a
characterization of sinks (Lemma 17) saying that a class of systems is a sink if and
only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients and sources of morphisms.
Then we presented an axiomatization for sentences as a map from systems to sets,
giving for each system all the sentences it satis-es. Like in institutions, sentences can
be basically everything satisfying our assumptions. Various kinds of equations with
at most one hidden sorted variable verify our assumptions, giving us hope that other
sentences of interest in coalgebra might also fall under our axiomatization.
Despite the fact that sinks are very large classes of objects (larger than “covarieties”)
and are closed under many categorical operations (including coproducts, products,
quotients, subobjects, sources of morphisms), they are still too small to charac-
terize de-nable classes of systems. Example 23 shows a situation in which a sink (the
sink of A) does not contain all the systems (for example B) satisfying the sentences
satis-ed by all its systems. Therefore, new non-standard closure operations were nec-
essary in order to obtain Birkho/-like results. Our solution was to introduce the notion
of closure under representative inclusions which still involves equations; however, the
situation in Example 23 does not give much hope in getting a clean categorical
characterization. Then we showed that a class of systems is de-nable by sentences
if and only if it is closed under coproducts, quotients, sources of morphisms and
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representative inclusions. Interestingly, the smallest class closed under the four op-
erations which extends a given class K; or in other words the class of all systems
that satisfy the same sentences satis-ed by all systems in K; can be obtained from
K taking its closure under coproducts, quotients, representative inclusions and sources
of morphisms, in this order. This strengthens our hope that the results in this paper
can be used to prove the equational Craig interpolation for coalgebras, in the style of
Rodenburg [33].
Nothing was done for conditional equations in the present paper. It would be inter-
esting to see which closures are not needed (if there are any) in order to characterize
classes de-nable by conditional equations, or at least by equations with visible condi-
tions.
Hidden algebra was recently generalized to handle operations having more than one
hidden argument [32, 10]. Even if the coalgebraic aspect is destroyed, some good prop-
erties of hidden algebra are still valid, such as, “the behavioral equivalence is the largest
hidden congruence”. Can the results in the present paper, or at least part of them, be
extended to the generalized framework?
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